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press release
For its 46th edition which will take place in the Grand Palais in Paris from October 17th through October 20th 2019, FIAC will host a
carefully curated selection of galleries specializing in modern and contemporary art, together with a tightly focused group of
market leaders in the field of modern and contemporary design.
FIAC Galleries will bring together 199 galleries from 29 countries including 2 countries represented at FIAC for the very first time
(Ivory Coast and Iran) and 3 countries who are returning to FIAC in 2019 (Iceland, Poland and the Czech Republic). Among the
exhibitors, the return of 9 galleries of international scope is noteworthy: Lisson (London, New York, Shanghai), Nara Roesler
(São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, New York), Contemporary Fine Arts (Berlin), hunt kastner (Prague), Campoli Presti (Paris,
London), Tomio Koyama (Tokyo), Galerie Papillon (Paris), Sprovieri (London), Baronian Xippas (Brussels).
FIAC 2019 likewise features the inaugural presence of 25 galleries from across the world, each a reference in their given field
of expertise: Lévy Gorvy (London, New York, Hong Kong, Zürich), The Box (Los Angeles), Meyer Kainer (Vienna), Barbara
Wien (Berlin), Magnin-A (Paris), Jacky Strenz (Frankfurt), BERG Contemporary (Reykjavik), Dastan Gallery (Tehran),
apalazzo (Brescia), Laveronica (Modica), Kate MacGarry (London), JTT (New York), Simone Subal Gallery (New York),
Cécile Fakhoury (Abidjian, Dakar, Paris), Lyles & King (New York), Joseph Tang (Paris), Hopkins (Paris), Barbara Weiss
(Berlin) ; including 7 in the Lafayette Sector : Jenny’s (Los Angeles), Gianni Manhattan (Vienna), Mariane Ibrahim (Chicago),
PM8 (Vigo), Dawid Radziszewski (Warsaw), Soft Opening (London) and Weiss Falk (Basel).
FIAC and the Galeries Lafayette Group affirm their joint will to promote emerging artists and galleries through the Lafayette Sector
whose 10 participants receive significant financial support from the Galeries Lafayette Group, Official Partner of FIAC since 2009.
Following its return in 2017, modern and contemporary design confirms its presence at FIAC. Five galleries of undisputed international
repute will exhibit: Jousse entreprise, Galerie kreo, LAFFANOUR – Galerie Downtown, Eric Philippe, and Galerie Patrick Seguin.
FIAC’s signature program, FIAC Projects, will present some thirty sculptures and installations within the prestigious exhibition
rooms and grounds of the Petit Palais, in the environs of the Grand Palais and on the Avenue Winston Churchill, pedestrianized
during FIAC week. This year, FIAC Projects is conceived in collaboration with Rebecca Lamarche-Vadel, chief curator of the next
Riga Biennial. In her capacity as invited curator, Rebecca Lamarche-Vadel participates in the selection of artworks together with
FIAC and the curatorial teams of the Petit Palais and is responsible for the conception and design of the exhibition presented
within the Petit Palais.
FIAC Hors les Murs 2019 will present an ensemble of over twenty outdoor works in the Jardin Tuileries, together with a solo
exhibition of the British artist Glenn Brown in collaboration with Max Hetzler (Berlin, Paris, London...) at the musée national
Eugène-Delacroix. On Place Vendôme, in collaboration with Victoria Miro Gallery (London, Venezia), FIAC Hors les Murs extends
a carte blanche invitation to the legendary Japanese artist Yayoi Kusama to create an in situ artwork for this historically and symbolically charged Parisian venue. In a spectacular and unprecedented development of its Hors les Murs program, for the second
consecutive year FIAC presents an ephemeral village of architectural projects on the most iconic of all Parisian squares, the
Place de la Concorde.
The inaugural edition of FIAC’s renowned outdoor sculpture program FIAC Hors les Murs, took place in 2006 in collaboration
with the Louvre Museum. Since then it is widely recognized as a precursor and a model for similar initiatives in the fair landscape.
For the duration of the fair, FIAC Programmes presents a freely accessible program of performances (Parades for FIAC), conferences
(Conversation Room), and film screenings (Cinéphémère).
FIAC 2019 at a glance: 199 galleries from 29 countries (Austria, Belgium, Brazil, China, Ivory Coast*, Czech Republic*, France,
Germany, Greece, Iceland*, Iran*, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kosovo, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Poland*, South
Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States).
Press Contacts - Brunswick Arts
FIAC@brunswickgroup.com
Leslie Compan, Annabelle Turkis and Pierre-Edouard Moutin : / +33 (0) 6 29 18 48 12
UK and US : Sophie Lealan / +44 7860 784020
Middle East: Nicole Kanne / +97154 305 2883

www.fiac.com @fiac #FIAC
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IN THE GRAND PALAIS
IN THE GRAND PALAiS

197
galleries
199 galLeries

FIAC galleries
The exhibition spaces of the Grand Palais (FIAC Galleries) extend between the Nave and the North-East Gallery on the ground
floor, to the Salon d’honneur, the Galeries Supérieures and the Salon Jean Perrin on the first floor.
For the first time this year the North-East Gallery will be available for exhibition during FIAC. The North-East Gallery will be
directly accessible both from the Nave and from the FIAC entrance situated in the Rotonde Clemenceau, immediately opposite
to the Champs-Elysées-Clemenceau metro station. The opening of the North-East Gallery provides an exciting foretaste of the
augmented exhibition possibilities rendered possible by the scheduled renovation of the Grand Palais beginning in 2021 January.

GENERAL SECTOR
For the upcoming edition of FIAC, the General Sector brings together a selection of 199 galleries of modern and contemporary
art. The largest contingents of exhibitors are: European (70%), French (28%) and American (18%).
The contingent of French galleries includes major figures in the field of modern art, notably: Galerie 1900-2000, Applicat-Prazan,
Le Minotaure, Natalie Seroussi, Galerie Zlotowski ; and in contemporary art, such as: Air de Paris, Art : Concept, Chantal
Crousel, gb agency, Lelong & Co., kamel mennour, Nathalie Obadia, Perrotin, Almine Rech, Templon, Georges-Philippe &
Nathalie Vallois, Jocelyn Wolff, etc. ; together with galleries renowned for their role as discovers and tastemakers, such as:
Allen, Balice Hertling, Gaudel de Stampa, High Art or Marcelle Alix among others. National representation, unparalleled in
any comparable event, is consolidated by the presence of Karsten Greve (established in France since 1989), Thaddaeus Ropac
(established in France since 1990), Marian Goodman (established in France since 1995) and Max Hetzler (established in France
since 2014).
The 2019 edition confirms the central position of FIAC on the European scene, with the renewed presence of leading galleries such
as: Alfonso Artiaco, Buchholz, Capitain Petzel, Sadie Coles HQ, Continua, Massimo De Carlo, Konrad Fischer, Bärbel Grässlin,
Hauser & Wirth, Xavier Hufkens, Krinzinger, Simon Lee, Lisson, Mai 36 Galerie, Victoria Miro, Neu, neugerriemschneider, Eva
Presenhuber, Esther Schipper, Sprüth Magers, Michael Werner, White Cube ; but also dépendance, LambdaLambdaLambda,
Karma International, kaufmann repetto, König Galerie, Neue Alte Brücke, Peres Projects, Francesca Pia, Plan B, ProjecteSD,
The Breeder, ZERO…
The strength of FIAC is also reflected in the significant percentage of North American galleries present (Canada, United States,
Mexico). Among the 18% of North American exhibitors, it is noteworthy to underline the consistent presence of key market
leaders such as: 303 Gallery, Blum & Poe, Gavin Brown’s enterprise, Paula Cooper, Gagosian, Gladstone, Anton Kern, David
Kordansky Gallery, Metro Pictures, Nahmad Contemporary, Pace, Regen Projects, Skarstedt, Van de Weghe and David Zwirner.
They have all made FIAC a regular fixture in their exhibition calendar, as have prescribers such as C L E A R I N G, Gaga,
Karma, LABOR, Overduin & Co. and François Ghebaly, together with Los Angeles based Freedman Fitzpatrick who opened a
Parisian gallery in 2018 and has since played an active role in the community, co-founding Paris Avant-Première with colleagues
Daniele Balice and Édouard Montassut.
FIAC 2019 confirms its durable connection to Asia with a stable contingent of 7 Asian galleries, including 2 from Tokyo:
SCAI THE BATHHOUSE and Tomio Koyama ; 3 from Seoul: Hyundai, Kukje, PKM Gallery ; and 2 from China: Vitamin
Creative Space (Guangzhou, Beijing) and Magician Space (Beijing).
The same is true for South America, with the participation of 6 leading galleries. The return of Nara Roesler reinforces the
contingent of Brazilian galleries from São Paulo including Bergamin & Gomide and Mendes Wood DM. LABOR and Gaga are
again attending from Mexico City, while 80M2 Livia Benavides (Lima) is participating in FIAC for the second consecutive year.
FIAC is also proud to host major figures and emerging talents of the international art scene originating from the Middle East
and the African continent, such as Green Art Gallery (Dubai), Dvir (Tel Aviv, Brussels), Dastan Gallery (Tehran), Selma Feriani
(Tunis, London) and Cécile Fakhoury (Abidjan, Dakar, Paris). The presence of contemporary creation from Africa is reinforced
by Parisian galleries specialized in the African continent such as Imane Farès and Magnin-A, together with Mariane Ibrahim
(Chicago) presenting Amoako Boafo from Ghana.
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Participants in the General Sector were selected by a committee consisting of internationally renowned gallerists, representing complementary fields of expertise, geographic zones, and generations: Isabelle Alfonsi (Marcelle Alix, Paris), Olivier
Antoine (Art : Concept, Paris), Florence Bonnefous (Air de Paris, Paris), Daniel Buchholz (Buchholz, Berlin, Cologne, New
York), Mark Dickenson (Neue Alte Brücke, Frankfurt), Joseph Nahmad (Nahmad Contemporary, New York), Niklas Svennung
(Chantal Crousel, Paris), Christophe Van de Weghe (Van de Weghe, New York) and Paolo Zani (ZERO..., Milano).

LAFAYETTE SECTOR - EMERGING GALLERIES
The 10 galleries selected for the Lafayette Sector were chosen from over 150 applications, for the quality of their exhibition
programs throughout the year, and for the special project they submitted for FIAC, presenting one or two emerging artists
represented by the gallery. The Lafayette Sector was created in 2009 by FIAC and its official partner, the Galeries Lafayette
group, to encourage young galleries in their chosen path and to facilitate their presence at FIAC.
The 10 participants benefit from financial support from the Galeries Lafayette Group, representing 50% of the price of their
stand (25m²). FIAC covers the cost of studio accommodation in Paris for the duration of their stay.
The 2019 selection includes exhibitors from 7 countries (Austria, Spain, United States, France, Poland, Poland, United
Kingdom and Switzerland). It is representative of the energy and vision of young galleries across the world and their
commitment to the emerging art scene: Gianni Manhattan (Vienna), Mariane Ibrahim (Chicago), Jenny’s (Los Angeles), PM8
(Vigo), Dawid Radziszewski (Warsaw), Soft Opening (London) and Weiss Falk (Basel) join Arcadia Missa (London), LOMEX
(New York) and Édouard Montassut (Paris), who are participating for the second consecutive year.
Artists featured in the Lafayette Sector are: Melike Kara and Jesse Darling at Arcadia Missa, Zsófia Keresztes and Barbara
Kapusta at Gianni Manhattan, Clotilde Jimenez and Amoako Boafo at Mariane Ibrahim, Morag Keil at Jenny’s, Kye ChristensenKnowles at LOMEX, Özgür Kar at Édouard Montassut, Algirdas Šeškus at PM8, Louisa Gagliardi at Dawid Radziszewki, Gina
Fischli at Soft Opening and Timothée Calame at Weiss Falk.
Galleries participating in the Lafayette Sector were selected by a jury comprising Guillaume Houzé (President of Lafayette
Anticipations – Fondation d’entreprise Galeries Lafayette, Paris), Mark Dickenson (Gallerist, Neue Alte Brücke, Frankfurt),
Anna Gritz (Curator, KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin), Rebecca Lamarche-Vadel (Curator, Paris), François Quintin
(Managing Director, Fondation d’Entreprise Galeries Lafayette, Paris) and Matt Williams (Independent currator, London).

DESIGN
FIAC confirms its desire to host modern and contemporary design galleries at the Grand Palais, with the return of 5 exhibitors of international renown who jointly participated in the creation of the sector in 2004, and its re-establishment in 2017:
Jousse entreprise, Galerie kreo, LAFFANOUR – Galerie Downtown, Eric Philippe, and Galerie Patrick Seguin. Individually and
collectively, they have contributed to research and conservation leading to the greater knowledge of design history, together
with the production of its current forms and the development of innovatory techniques, while shaping taste across the planet.
FIAC was the first fair in the world to create a design sector within its walls in 2004.

EDITIONS
FIAC is honoured to present editors among its exhibitors: Galerie 8+4 (Paris), Éditions Dilecta (Paris), GDM (Paris), Florence
Loewy (Paris), mfc-michèle didier (Paris) and TCHIKEBE (Marseille).

OTHER EXHIBITORS
FIAC is also pleased to host the Fonds d’art contemporain - Paris collections (Paris), the Lambert Collection (Avignon), the Mexican project space Lulu (México D.F.) and WE DO NOT WORK ALONE (Paris).
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SOLO AND TWO PERSON SHOWS
Galleries will present a number of solo exhibitions at the Grand Palais for the 2019 edition of FIAC:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eva Rothschild (born in 1971 in Ireland) at 303 Gallery
Jose Vera Matos (born in 1981 in Lima) at 80M2 Livia Benavides
Nathlie Provosty (born in 1981 in Cincinnati, Ohio) at apalazzo
Katherine Bradford (born in 1942 in NY) at Canada
Mimmo Rotella (born in 1918 in Catanzaro, died in 2006 in Milan) at Cardi
Alex Da Corte (born in 1980 in Camden, NJ) at Sadie Coles HQ
Ardeshir Mohassess (born in 1938 in Rasht, Iran – died in 2008 in NY) at Dastan Gallery
Dietrich Orth (born in 1956) at Delmes & Zander
Julien Creuzet (born in 1986 in Paris) at DOCUMENT
Julije Knifer (born 1924 in Osijek, Croatia – died in 2004 in Paris) at frank elbaz
Ouattara Watts (born in 1957 in Abidjan, Ivory Coast) at Cécile Fakhoury
Tanya Merrill (born in 1987 in the USA) at half gallery
Emeka Ogboh (born in 1977 in Enugu, Nigeria) at Imane Farès
Hélène Delprat (born in 1957 in Paris) at Christophe Gaillard
Roberto Matta (born in Santiago, Chile – died in 2002 in Rome) at Gmurzynska
Tim Eitel (born in 1971 in Leonberg) at Jousse entreprise
Jamian Juliano-Villani (born in 1987 in Newark) at JTT
Jennifer Guidi (born in 1972 in Redondo Beach, California) at David Kordansky Gallery
Kishio Suga (born in 1944 in Morioka City, Iwate Prefecture) at Tomio Koyama
Jill Magid (born in 1973 in Connecticut, USA) at LABOR
Adelita Husni-Bey (born in 1985 in Milan) at Laveronica
Tom Allen (born in 1975 in the USA) at Lulu
Mira Schor (born in 1950 in NY) at Lyles & King
Shi Guowei (born in 1977 in Luoyang, Henan Province) at Magician Space
Tyree Guyton (born in 1953 in Detroit) at Martos Gallery
Antônio Obá (born in 1983 in Ceilândia, Brazil) at Mendes Wood DM
Andreas Eriksson (born in 1975 in Björsäte, Sweden) at neugerriemschneider
Kiki Smith (born in 1954 in Nuremberg, Germany) at Pace
Lin May Saeed (born in 1973 in Würzburg, Germany) at Jacky Strenz
Daiga Grantina (born in 1985 in Riga, Latvia) at Joseph Tang
Duan Jianyu (born in 1970 in Zhengzhou, China) at Vitamin Creative Space
Morag Keil (born in 1985 in Edinburgh, UK) at Jenny’s (Lafayette Sector)
Kye Christensen-Knowles (born in 1993 in Maine, USA) at LOMEX (Lafayette Sector)
Özgür Kar (born in 1992 in Turkey) at Édouard Montassut (Lafayette Sector)
Algirdas Šeškus (born in 1945 in Vilnius, Litvia) at PM8 (Lafayette Sector)
Louisa Gagliardi (born in 1989 in Sion, Switzerland) at Dawid Radziszewki (Lafayette Sector)
Gina Fischli (born in 1989 in Zurich, Switzerland) at Soft Opening (Lafayette Sector)
Timothée Calame (born in 1991 in Geneva) at Weiss Falk (Lafayette Sector)

Other galleries have chosen to present a dialogue between two artists:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steina (born in 1940 in Reykjavik) and Woody Vasulka (born in 1937 in Brno, Czechoslovakia) at BERG Contemporary
Frank Auerbach (born in 1931 in Berlin) and Miquel Barceló (born in 1957 in Mallorca) at Ben Brown Fine Art
Hamish Fulton (born in 1946 in Londres) and Patricia Gómez & María Jesús González (born in 1978 in Valencia, Spain) at espaivisor
Ismaïl Bahri (born in 1978 in Tunis) and Nicène Kossentini (born in 1976 in Sfax, Tunisia) at Selma Feriani
Hera Büyüktasçıyan (born in 1984 in Istanbul) and Seher Shah (born in 1975 in Karachi, Pakistan) at Green Art Gallery
Ophélie Asch (born in 1973 in Paris) and Jean Dubuffet (born in 1901 – died in 1985 in Paris) at Hopkins
Romuald Hazoumè (born in 1962 in Porto Novo, Republic of Benin) and Chéri Samba (born in 1956 in Kinto M’Vuila, Democratic
Republic of Congo) at Magnin-A
Ulrike Müller (born in 1971 in Austria) and Florian Pumhösl (born in 1971 in Vienna) at Meyer Kainer
Tom Burr (born in 1963 in New Heaven, USA) and Ull Hohn (born in 1960 in Trier – died in 1995 in Berlin) at Neu
Erik Dietman (born in 1937 in Jönköping, Sweden) and Elsa Sahal (born in 1975 in Bagnolet, France) at Galerie Papillon
Rosa Barba (born in 1972 in Sicily) and Philippe Decrauzat (born in 1974 in Lausanne, Switzerland) at Parra & Romero
Julian Hoeber (born in 1974 in Philadelphia) and Claudia Wieser (born in 1963 in Freilassing, Germany) at Jessica Silverman
Ettore Spalletti (born in 1940 in Cappelle sul Tavo, Italy) and Jan Vercruysse (born in 1948 in Ostende, Belgium – died in 2018 in
Bruges, Belgium) at Vistamare/Vistamarestudio
Melike Kara (born in 1985 in Bensberg, Germany) and Jesse Darling (born in 1981 in Oxford) at Arcadia Missa (Lafayette Sector)
Zsófia Keresztes (born in 1985 in Budapest, Hungary) and Barbara Kapusta (born in 1983 in Vienna) at Gianni Manhattan (Lafayette Sector)
Clotilde Jimenez (born in 1990 in Honolulu, Hawaï) and Amoako Boafo (born in Accra, Ghana) at Mariane Ibrahim (Lafayette Sector)
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FIAC ALBUM
Designed as a veritable collector’s object, this album contains more than 200 posters each dedicated to one of our exhibitors.
Their only instruction was to occupy this blank page as they would an exhibition site, leading many of them to entrust the design
to an artist, while others reproduced a key work or an emblematic image from the gallery. The result provides a rich testimonial of FIAC 2019 : a portable, collective exhibition whose contributions are as remarkable, captivating, and diverse as FIAC’s
exhibitors. They can be contemplated or leafed through in their case ; displayed – as an ensemble or a personal selection – in a
self-curated home exhibition ; dispersed, disseminated, or given away as gifts.
FIAC is pleased to collaborate with the Atelier Mondineu to present contributions to the Album 2019.
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EXHIBITOR LIST FOR THE 46TH EDITION OF FIAC
*Galleries joining the fair in 2019

GENERAL SECTOR
Galerie 1900-2000, Paris
303 Gallery, New York
80M2 Livia Benavides, Lima
Air de Paris, Paris
Allen, Paris
Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm, Paris
apalazzo, Brescia*
Applicat-Prazan, Paris
Art : Concept, Paris
Alfonso Artiaco, Napoli
Balice Hertling, Paris
Baronian Xippas, Brussels*
BERG Contemporary, Reykjavik*
Bergamin & Gomide, São Paulo
Blum & Poe, Los Angeles, New York, Tokyo
The Box, Los Angeles*
The Breeder, Athens
Ben Brown Fine Arts, London, Hong Kong
Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York, Roma
Buchholz, Cologne, Berlin, New York
Campoli Presti, Paris, London*
Canada, New York
Capitain Petzel, Berlin
Cardi, Milano, London
Ceysson & Bénétière, Paris, Luxembourg, Saint-Étienne, New York
C L E A R I N G, New York, Brussels
Sadie Coles HQ, London
Contemporary Fine Arts, Berlin*
Continua, San Gimignano, Boissy-le-Châtel, Beijing, Habana
Paula Cooper, New York
Raffaella Cortese, Milano
Chantal Crousel, Paris
Dastan Gallery, Tehran*
Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam
Massimo De Carlo, Milano, London, Hong Kong
Delmes & Zander, Cologne
dépendance, Brussels
DOCUMENT, Chicago
Dvir, Tel Aviv, Brussels
frank elbaz, Paris, Dallas
espaivisor, Valencia
Cécile Fakhoury, Abidjan, Dakar, Paris*
Imane Farès, Paris
Selma Feriani, Tunis, London
Konrad Fischer, Düsseldorf, Berlin
Freedman Fitzpatrick, Los Angeles, Paris
Gaga, México D.F., Los Angeles
Gagosian, Paris, New York, Beverly Hills, London, Hong Kong
Christophe Gaillard, Paris
Gaudel de Stampa, Paris
gb agency, Paris
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Gerhardsen Gerner, Oslo, Berlin
François Ghebaly, Los Angeles
Gladstone Gallery, New York, Brussels
Gmurzynska, Zürich, St. Moritz
Laurent Godin, Paris
Marian Goodman, Paris, New York, London
Bärbel Grässlin, Frankfurt
Green Art Gallery, Dubai
Karsten Greve, Paris, Cologne, St. Moritz
half gallery, New York
Hauser & Wirth, London, Somerset, New York, Los Angeles, Hong Kong, Zürich
Max Hetzler, Berlin, Paris, London
High Art, Paris
Hopkins, Paris*
Xavier Hufkens, Brussels
hunt kastner, Prague*
Hyundai, Seoul
In Situ - Fabienne Leclerc, Paris
Catherine Issert, Saint-Paul
rodolphe janssen, Brussels
Jousse entreprise, Paris
JTT, New York*
Annely Juda Fine Art, London
Jan Kaps, Cologne
Karma, New York
Karma International, Zürich, Los Angeles
kaufmann repetto, Milano, New York
Kerlin, Dublin
Anton Kern, New York
Peter Kilchmann, Zürich
König Galerie, Berlin, London, Tokyo
David Kordansky Gallery, Los Angeles
Tomio Koyama, Tokyo*
Krinzinger, Vienna
Kukje, Busan, Seoul
LABOR, México D.F.
LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina
Laveronica, Modica*
Le Minotaure, Paris
Simon Lee, London, Hong Kong, New York
Lelong & Co., Paris, New York
Lévy Gorvy, London, New York, Hong Kong, Zürich*
Lisson, London, New York, Shanghai*
Loevenbruck, Paris
Lyles & King, New York*
Kate MacGarry, London*
Magazzino, Roma
Magician Space, Beijing
Magnin-A, Paris*
Mai 36 Galerie, Zürich
Marcelle Alix, Paris
Martos Gallery, New York
Mazzoleni, Torino, London
Fergus McCaffrey, New York, Tokyo
Meessen De Clercq, Brussels
Mendes Wood DM, São Paulo, Brussels, New York
kamel mennour, Paris, London
Metro Pictures, New York
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Meyer Kainer, Vienna*
Francesca Minini, Milano
Massimo Minini, Brescia
Victoria Miro, London, Venezia
Mitchell-Innes & Nash, New York
mor charpentier, Paris
Nächst St. Stephan Rosemarie Schwarzwälder, Vienna
Nagel Draxler, Berlin, Cologne, Munich
Nahmad Contemporary, New York
Neu, Berlin
Neue Alte Brücke, Frankfurt
neugerriemschneider, Berlin
NoguerasBlanchard, Barcelona, Madrid
Nathalie Obadia, Paris, Brussels
Guillermo de Osma, Madrid
Overduin & Co., Los Angeles
P420, Bologna
Pace, New York, London, Hong Kong, Palo Alto, Seoul, Genève
Galerie Papillon, Paris*
Parra & Romero, Madrid, Ibiza
Peres Projects, Berlin
Perrotin, Paris, Hong Kong, New York, Seoul, Tokyo, Shanghai
Francesca Pia, Zürich
PKM Gallery, Seoul
Plan B, Cluj, Berlin
Eva Presenhuber, Zürich, New York
ProjecteSD, Barcelona
Almine Rech, Paris, Brussels, London, New York, Shanghai
Regen Projects, Los Angeles
Michel Rein, Paris, Brussels
Nara Roesler, São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, New York*
Thaddaeus Ropac, Paris, London, Salzburg
Salon 94, New York
SCAI THE BATHHOUSE, Tokyo
Esther Schipper, Berlin
Semiose, Paris
Natalie Seroussi, Paris
Jessica Silverman, San Francisco
Skarstedt, New York, London
Pietro Sparta, Chagny
Sprovieri, London*
Sprüth Magers, Berlin, London, Los Angeles
Stigter Van Doesburg, Amsterdam
Jacky Strenz, Frankfurt*
Simone Subal Gallery, New York*
Joseph Tang, Paris*
Templon, Paris, Brussels
Tornabuoni Art, Firenze, Milano, Paris, London
Tucci Russo, Torino
Ubu Gallery, New York
Valentin, Paris
Georges-Philippe & Nathalie Vallois, Paris
Tim Van Laere, Antwerp
Van de Weghe, New York
Vedovi, Brussels
Venus Over Manhattan, New York, Los Angeles
Vistamare/Vistamarestudio, Pescara, Milano
Vitamin Creative Space, Guangzhou, Beijing
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Waddington Custot, London
Barbara Weiss, Berlin*
Michael Werner, New York, London
White Cube, London, Hong Kong
Barbara Wien, Berlin*
Jocelyn Wolff, Paris
Thomas Zander, Cologne
ZERO..., Milano
Galerie Zlotowski, Paris
Martin van Zomeren, Amsterdam
David Zwirner, New York, London, Hong Kong, Paris

LAFAYETTE SECTOR
Arcadia Missa, London
Gianni Manhattan, Vienna*
Mariane Ibrahim, Chicago*
Jenny’s, Los Angeles*
LOMEX, New York
Édouard Montassut, Paris
PM8, Vigo*
Dawid Radziszewski, Warsaw*
Soft Opening, London*
Weiss Falk, Basel*

DESIGN
Jousse entreprise, Paris
Galerie kreo, Paris, London
LAFFANOUR - Galerie Downtown, Paris
Eric Philippe, Paris
Galerie Patrick Seguin, Paris

EDITION
Galerie 8 + 4, Paris
Éditions Dilecta, Paris
GDM, Paris
Florence Loewy, Paris
mfc-michèle didier, Paris
TCHIKEBE, Marseille

OTHER EXHIBITORS
Fonds d’art contemporain - Paris collections, Paris
Collection Lambert, Avignon
Lulu, México D.F.
WE DO NOT WORK ALONE, Paris*
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PETIT PALAIS, JARDIN DES TUILERIES, PLACE VENDÔME...

AN ENSEMBLE OF OUTDOOR WORKS,
artistic projects and cultural
programmES OF UNRIVALED SCOPE

FIAC projects
FIAC Projects presents some thirty sculptures and installations, within the prestigious setting of the Petit Palais and on the
Avenue Winston Churchill, pedestrianised during FIAC week. Instigated by FIAC, the pedestrianisation of the Avenue has
enabled the temporary reconstitution of the original esplanade of the 1900 World Fair, thus connecting the Petit Palais and the
Grand Palais. This site creates an unprecedented platform to exhibit artworks within a patrimonial setting. This year, FIAC
Projects is conceived in collaboration with Rebecca Lamarche-Vadel. In her capacity as invited curator, Rebecca LamarcheVadel participates in the selection of artworks together with FIAC and the curatorial teams of the Petit Palais and is responsible for the conception and design of the exhibition presented within the Petit Palais.
Rebecca Lamarche-Vadel is the curator of the next edition of the Riga Biennial. She has recently been appointed Deputy
Director of Lafayette Anticipations - Fondation d’entreprise Galeries Lafayette. She was curator at the Palais de Tokyo from
2012 to 2019, and responsible for the carte blanche to Tomás Saraceno, ON AIR, in 2018, and to Tino Sehgal in 2016, among
other exhibitions including: FOXP2 by Marguerite Humeau (2016), Bastards by Ed Atkins (2014), as well as the collective
exhibition Le bord des mondes (2015), and the project Remembering Carthage by Jon Rafman (2012). She regularly intervenes
in seminaries and participates in juries in France and abroad, including the Selection Committee of FIAC’s Lafayette Sector in
2018 and 2019.
«The Petit Palais, an architectural gem built in 1900, emerged from the outset as a symbol of modernity. Its collections are
defined by their eclecticism, allowing masters of the likes of Courbet, Renoir, Delacroix, and Cézanne to enter into conversation with the Italian Renaissance, as well as Flemish and Dutch painting. Audiences have long explored here the diversity of
everything that has described their present moment; an encounter that has been continually updated, between the milestones
of history and the pulse of ideas and forms of our times. It is to this melting pot of ideas, this celebration of the infinite expanse
of art, that this edition of FIAC Projects pays tribute.» Rebecca Lamarche-Vadel, curator
The Petit Palais and the Avenue Winston Churchill will feature works by Pierre Alechinsky / Lelong & Co. (Paris, New York) ; Nina
Beier / Metro Pictures (New York) ; Julien Berthier / Georges-Philippe & Nathalie Vallois (Paris) ; Alexander Calder / Van de Weghe (New
York) ; Michele Ciacciofera / Michel Rein (Paris, Brussels) ; Matt Copson / High Art (Paris) ; Johan Creten / Perrotin (Paris, Hong Kong,
New York, Seoul, Tokyo, Shanghai) ; Julien Creuzet / Coproduction Fondation d’entreprise Ricard & Nuit Blanche 2019, Courtesy High Art
(Paris) ; DOCUMENT (Chicago) ; Jean Denant / Galerie Anne de Villepoix (Paris) ; Daniel Dewar & Grégory Gicquel / Loevenbruck (Paris),
C L E A R I N G (New York, Brussels), Jan Kaps (Cologne) ; Erik Dietman / Galerie Papillon (Paris) ; Sylvie Fleury / Thaddaeus Ropac
(Paris, Salzburg, London) ; GENERAL IDEA / Mai 36 (Zürich) ; Max Hooper Schneider / High Art (Paris) ; Richard Jackson / LAFFANOUR
– Galerie Downtown (Paris) ; Phillip King / Lelong & Co. (Paris, New York) ; Alicja Kwade / kamel mennour (Paris, London) ; Nicolás Lamas
/ Meessen De Clercq (Brussels) ; Artur Lescher / Almine Rech (Paris, Brussels, London, New York, Shanghai) ; Nicolas Momein / Ceysson &
Bénétière (Paris, Luxembourg, Saint Etienne, New York) ; Emeka Ogboh / Imane Farès (Paris) ; Abraham Poincheval / Semiose (Paris) ; Présence Panchounette / Semiose (Paris) ; Françoise Pétrovitch / Semiose (Paris) ; Javier Pérez / Galerie Papillon (Paris) ; Cameron Platter / Eric
Hussenot (Paris) ; Laure Prouvost / Nathalie Obadia (Paris, Brussels) ; Gaetano Pesce / Nathalie Obadia (Paris, Brussels) ; Vivien Roubaud
/ Oeuvre nomade de la collection du Grand Paris Express, courtesy In Situ – fabienne leclerc (Paris) ; Elsa Sahal / Galerie Papillon (Paris) ;
Saint Clair Cemin / Baronian Xippas (Brussels) ; Kiki Smith / Lelong & Co. (Paris, New York) ; Thu Van Tran / Almine Rech (Paris, Brussels,
London, New York, Shanghai) ; Nobuko Tsuchiya / SCAI THE BATHHOUSE (Tokyo) ; Daniel Turner / Allen (Paris) ; Lee Ufan / Kukje
(Seoul, Busan) ; Jan Vercruysse / Vistamare/Vistamarestudio (Pescara, Milano) ; Heimo Zobernig / Nagel Draxler (Berlin, Cologne, Munich).
Tuesday, October 15th
6pm-9pm VIP Preview of FIAC Projects at the Petit Palais, access to the reception upon presentation of the invitation or the
Guest of honour accreditation. A performance by the artist Emeka Ogboh will take place on this occasion.
Wednesday, October 16th
10am-9pm Public opening
Thursday, 17th and Friday, 18th of October
10am-8pm Public opening
Saturday, 19th and Sunday, 20th of October
10am-7pm Public opening
Petit Palais, Avenue Winston Churchill, 75008 Paris
Institutional partners:
Media Partner - FIAC Projects:
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FIAC HORS LES MURS
FIAC Hors les Murs is an exhibition of outdoor artworks presenting sculptures and installations to the widest possible audience
in emblematic public spaces throughout the city. Providing a unique opportunity for artists to enter into a dialogue with Parisian heritage sites, the programme favors ease of access to contemporary creation and encourages broader knowledge on sight
cultural mediation.
FIAC Hors les Murs is housed in prestigious Parisian venues including the Jardin des Tuileries, the Place de la Concorde, the
musée national Eugène Delacroix and the Place Vendôme.
The Selection Committee of FIAC Hors les Murs in the Jardin des Tuileries is presided by Dominique de Font-Réaulx, Director
of programmes and cultural mediation at the musée du Louvre. Members include Bernard Blistène, Director of the Centre Pompidou, Jean de Loisy, Director of the Ecole nationale supérieure des Beaux-Arts de Paris, Cécile Debray, Director of the musée
de l’Orangerie, Guy Tosatto, Director of the musée de Grenoble, and Quentin Bajac, Director of the Jeu de Paume.

JARDIN DES TUILERIES
FIAC, in association with the musée du Louvre, presents its Hors les Murs outdoor exhibition in the Jardin des Tuileries, inaugurated in 2006. Some twenty artworks are displayed in different spaces within the garden, resonating with this heritage setting
in the heart of Paris and responding to its scale, perspectives and history.
Discover artworks and monumental installations by Jean-Marie Appriou / Eva Presenhuber (Zürich, New York), CLEARING
(New York, Brussels) ; Pierre Ardouvin / Praz-Dellavalade (Paris) ; John Armleder / Catherine Issert (Saint Paul) ; Katinka
Bock / Jocelyn Wolff (Paris) ; Alexander Calder / Van de Weghe (New York), César / Sorry we’re closed (Brussels) ; Mark di
Suvero / Paula Cooper (New York), Galerie Mitterrand (Paris) ; Noël Dolla / Ceysson & Bénétière (Paris, Luxembourg,
Saint Etienne, New York) ; Ida Ekblad / Max Hetzler (Berlin, Paris, London...) ; Sylvie Fleury / Almine Rech (Paris, Brussels,
London, New York, Shanghai) ; Romuald Hazoumè / MAGNIN-A (Paris) ; Jenny Holzer / Kukje (Seoul, Busan) ; Hauser &
Wirth (London, Somerset, New York, Los Angeles, Hong Kong, Zürich) ; Richard Jackson / LAFFANOUR - Galerie Downtown
(Paris) ; Alex Katz / Thaddaeus Ropac (Paris, London, Salzburg) ; Jonathan Meese / Tim Van Laere (Antwerp) ; Matthew
Monahan / Anton Kern (New York) ; Shana Moulton / Crèvecoeur (Paris) ; Gregor Staiger (Zürich) ; Moataz Nasr / Continua
(San Gimignano, Boissy-le-Châtel, Beijing, Habana) ; Younès Rahmoun / Imane Farès (Paris) ; Stefan Rinck / Semiose, (Paris)
; Vladimir Skoda / Catherine Issert (Saint Paul) ; Tomi Ungerer / Georges-Philippe & Nathalie Vallois (Paris) ; Lois Weinberger
/ Salle Principale (Paris).

Inauguration cocktail on Tuesday, October 15th, at 2pm in the Jardin des Tuileries. Access upon presentation of the invitation or
your Guest of honour accreditation.

Jardin des Tuileries, 75001 Paris

Institutional partner:
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PLACE DE LA CONCORDE
In an unprecedented development of the Hors les Murs promenade in the Jardin des Tuileries, FIAC inaugurated in 2018 an
ephemeral village of architectural projects on the most iconic of all Parisian squares, the Place de la Concorde. Exceptional
installations are presented, forming an ensemble of historic, contemporary architecture and artists’ houses.
This outstanding programme of ephemeral architecture, nomadic habitats, and utopian living spaces includes emblematic
contemporary architectures by Carlos Cruz-Diez et Odile Decq, presented by Philippe Gravier (Paris), along with two historic
houses by Jean Prouvé, respectively presented by LAFFANOUR - Galerie Downtown (Paris) and Patrick Seguin (Paris).
Exceptionally this year, the program includes the off-site presentation of a round structure, rare in the oeuvre of Jean Prouvé,
at the Hôtel de Choudens.
Inauguration cocktail on Tuesday, October 15th, at 2pm in the Jardin des Tuileries. Access upon presentation of the invitation or
your Guest of honour accreditation.
Place de la Concorde, 75001 Paris
Institutional partner :

MUSÉE NATIONAL EUGÈNE DELACROIX
In the continuity of FIAC Hors les Murs in the Jardin des Tuileries, the musée national Eugène Delacroix opens to FIAC visitors, in collaboration with the musée du Louvre. Situated in the heart of Saint-Germain-des-Prés, the museum is an unexpected
haven of peace, situated between a beautiful paved courtyard and an intimate garden. Originally housing the artist’s apartment,
separate studio building and especially designed garden, Maurice Denis and other great painters of the 1920s fought to transform this unique place into a museum. For FIAC 2019, the Musée national Eugène Delacroix features works by Glenn Brown,
in collaboration with Max Hetzler (Berlin, Paris, London).
Born in 1966 in Hexham, Glenn Brown is one of Britain’s most revered contemporary artists. He works across painting, drawing
and sculpture, taking as his source material reproduced imagery from art history and popular culture. At the core of his practice is the blending of artistic periods and stylistic genres. Transcending time and pictorial conventions, Glenn Brown’s work
disarms common distinctions between beauty and abjection, heightening the emotive tension present within. For his exhibition
at the Musée Delacroix, the artist will present new works, with an emphasis on drawing, as well as a large sculpture, inspired
by Delacroix, among other artists. Sharing a dedication for draughtsmanship with Delacroix, Glenn Brown has been pursuing
drawing as an autonomous form of expression since 2013.
With flowing forms and energetic lines, he captures the potential and freedom of the medium in his richly layered drawings.
Engaging with the ennobled subjects of portraiture and nature, themes also explored by Delacroix, Glenn Brown transposes the
work of his predecessor into his own complex and unique artistic language.
Inauguration cocktail on Sunday, October 13th at 6pm at the musée Delacroix, upon presentation of the invitation or your Guest of
honour accreditation.
Musée national Eugène Delacroix, 6 rue de Furstenberg, 75006 Paris

Institutional partner:

Medias Partners - FIAC Hors les Murs:
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PLACE VENDÔME
Each year, FIAC Hors les Murs invites an artist to imagine a specific project for the Place Vendome, which provides both
powerful inspiration and an exceptional framework for contemporary creation. Like a jewel set in stone, built in perfect
classical symmetry, the Place Vendome exemplifies creation, excellence and savoir-faire. Over the years, it has showcased a
series of bold and diverse projects including works by Jaume Plensa, Tadashi Kawamata, Paul McCarthy, Dan Graham,
Ugo Rondinone, Oscar Tuazon and Elmgreen & Dragset.
In collaboration with Victoria Miro, Ota Fine Arts, and David Zwirner, FIAC 2019 is proud to present an exceptional in
situ creation by Japanese artist Yayoi Kusama.
Institutional partner :
Yayoi Kusama
Life of the Pumpkin Recites,
All About the Biggest Love for the People, 2019
Victoria Miro
Ota Fine Arts
David Zwirner
One of the world’s most influential and critically acclaimed artists, Yayoi Kusama has produced an oeuvre across diverse media
and disciplines in a career spanning more than seventy years. An important part of her practice since the 1960s has been largescale installations: artworks that take over an entire space, be that her own studio or the walls, floors and ceiling of a gallery.
More recently, since the late 1990s Kusama has worked on numerous public art projects, extending her creativity outdoors into
the public domain. These experiences have directly informed her approach to producing a new work for Place Vendôme. For
this work, Kusama expands on several of the most recognisable motifs of her visual language: the pumpkin, the polka dot and
the inflatable. Kusama is looking forward to realising her creative vision in the iconic Parisian site of Place Vendôme. The artist will install a giant inflatable pumpkin sculpture near the Vendôme Column, covered with her signature polka dot pattern.
The pumpkin form has been a recurring motif in Kusama’s art since the late 1940s. The artist’s family cultivated plant seeds
in Matsumoto, and she was familiar with the kabocha squash in the fields that surrounded her childhood home. Writing about
the significance of pumpkins in her 2002 book Infinity Net: the Autobiography of Yayoi Kusama (first translated into English
in 2011), the artist notes: ‘It seems that pumpkins do not inspire much respect. But I was enchanted by their charming and
winsome form. What appealed to me most was the pumpkin’s generous unpretentiousness. That and its solid spiritual balance.’
Kusama’s polka dots and her concept of infinite repetition are now widely known, not just in the art world but amongst a wider
public. For Kusama, the repetitive expression of forms reaching to the infinite is a key part of her aesthetic approach, as are her
versatility and virtuosity in making these motifs in different media and for different contexts. Kusama has incorporated inflatables in her work for the past twenty years, but her proposal for Place Vendôme is by far the largest work of this type she has
proposed to date. With this project, Kusama extends her imagery into the architecture and landscape, encouraging an engaged
viewing from all angles. In her art philosophy, Kusama defines the sun, the moon and the earth as spheres and each human being
as a unique polka dot among many. She describes how each dot is unable to stand on its own, but requires the presence of others,
allowing us to visualise an ideal human society in which each ‘dot’ helps and supports the others. Kusama wants to share her
message: “I would be pleased to show my art in Place Vendôme, such an important and beautiful historical place, and further
wish to convey the message of love and peace of my art to the people of Paris and the world.”
FIAC receives the support of its Place Vendôme Partner, Mirabaud, Financial and Banking Group founded in Geneva in 1819.

This project is supported by:

Inauguration on Monday, October 14th at 6pm, on the Place Vendôme, followed by a cocktail at the Hôtel d’Évreux, at the 19, Place
Vendôme, upon presentation of the required invitation.
Place Vendôme, 75001 Paris
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FIAC programmes
PARADES FOR FIAC - PERFORMANCE FESTIVAL
For its fourth edition, the performance festival Parades for FIAC, dedicated to performative practices and dialogue between
disciplines in contemporary art, takes place in various emblematic institutions of the capital including the musée du Louvre,
the Palais de la découverte, the Petit Palais, the musée de l’Orangerie, the Centre Pompidou and the musée d’Orsay. This programme lies at the crossroads of music, contemporary dance, performance, theatre, and poetry, offering a broad range of artistic
experimentation in the form of live actions, opening up new perimeters in the field of artistic performance.
Performances are in free access subject to availability.
Among the artists: Fanny Adler & Vincent Madame, Marwa Arsanios, Oliver Beer, François Chaignaud & Cecilia Bengolea, Ali
Cherri, Emmanuelle Huynh & Automat, Hanne Lippard, Emeka Ogboh, Rachid Ouramdane, Gianni Pettena, Christodoulos
Panayiotou, Luigia Riva & Clay Apenouvon, Alessandro Sciarroni.

Institutional partners:

With the support of:

TUESDAY 15th OCTOBER
6pm: Emeka Ogboh, Sufferhead Original (Paris Edition), 2019
Dj set with a specially designed menu by chef Malonga
In collaboration with Imane Farès, Paris
Petit Palais

WEDNESDAY 16th OCTOBER
7pm: Oliver Beer, Stray Voices, 2019
In copruduction with Universcience - Palais de la découverte
Palais de la découverte, avenue Franklin Delano Roosevelt*

THURSDAY 17th OCTOBER
1pm-3pm: Gianni Pettena, Wearable chairs, 1971-2019
In collaboration with Salle Principale, Paris
Departure from Galerie Salle Principale (8 rue de Thionville, 75019 Paris) towards Avenue Winston Churchill
7pm: Emmanuelle Huynh & Automat, ARCHEOLOGIA, 2019
Production Plateforme Múa, coproduction Les spectacles vivants – Centre Pompidou
Access upon presentation of a FIAC card or a ticket to the exhibitions of the Centre Pompidou
Centre Pompidou, 4e étage
7pm: Marwa Arsanios, Learning to Dance, 2015
In collaboration with mor charpentier, Paris
Palais de la découverte*
8pm : Ali Cherri, Water Blues, 2018
In collaboration with Imane Farès, Paris
In coproduction with Onassis Cultural Center, Athens
Palais de la découverte*
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FRIDAY 18th OCTOBER
6pm: Emmanuelle Huynh & Automat, ARCHEOLOGIA, 2019
Production Plateforme Múa
Coproduction Les spectacles vivants – Centre Pompidou
Petit Palais
7pm: Hanne Lippard, What Works Works, 2019
A proposal by Disappearing Music
In collaboration with LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina
Performance in English
Palais de la découverte*
SATURDAY 19th OCTOBER
1pm-3pm: Gianni Pettena, Wearable chairs, 1971-2019
In collaboration with Salle Principale, Paris
Departure from galerie Salle Principale (28 rue de Thionville, 75019 Pairs) towards Avenue Winston Churchill
4pm: Christodoulos Panayiotou, Dying on stage (Chapitre I), 2019
With the participation of Jean Capeille
Production Brave New Media
Coproduction Festival d’Automne à Paris ; Musées d’Orsay et de l’Orangerie (Paris) ; FIAC
Reservation www.festival-automne.com/reserver
With the Festival d’Automne à Paris
Musée d’Orsay
6pm: Fanny Adler et Vincent Madame, Pétrichor Amor, 2019
In collaboraiton with d.c.a. / Association française de développement des centres d’art contemporain
Petit Palais
7pm: Luigia Riva & Clay Apenouvon, INTRANSITO, 2019
Featuring the dancers of the Opéra de Paris: Takeru Coste, Marion Gauthier de Charnace, Antoine Kirscher, Antonin Monie,
Caroline Osmont et Hannah O’Neill
Production Association Intransit – Cie INBILICO avec le généreux soutien de Marie Hermand & Valerio Ferrari
Palais de la découverte*
7pm: Kim Gordon & Dimitri Chamblas, Kim Gordon & Dimitri Chamblas
In coproduction with the musée du Louvre
In collaboration with the American Center for Art and Culture
Musée du Louvre, Salle 800, Accès entrée Richelieu
8pm: François Chaignaud & Cecilia Bengolea
In coproduction avec le musée du Louvre
Musée du Louvre, Salle Khorsabad, Accès entrée Richelieu

SUNDAY 20th OCTOBER
2pm: Rachid Ouramdane, A côté du réel, 2019
With the dancer Lora Juodkaite and the musician Jean-Baptiste Julien
In coproduction with the musée du Louvre
Musée du Louvre, Cour Marly, Accès entrée Richelieu
4pm: Alessandro Sciarroni, Don’t be frightened of turning the page, 2017
RSVP : information@musee-orangerie.fr
Musée de l’Orangerie
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5pm: Kim Gordon & Dimitri Chamblas, Kim Gordon & Dimitri Chamblas
In collaboration with the American Center for Art and Culture
RSVP : americancenterparis.mapado.com
American Center for Art and Culture

* Access through the Salon d’honneur of the Grand Palais or the main entrance of the Palais de la découverte.

CONVERSATION ROOM - CONFÉRENCES
From Friday 18th to Sunday, October 20th, FIAC presents a three day conference programme, entitled Conversation Room,
which takes place within the fair, in a dedicated space on the first floor to the right of the grand Escalier d’honneur. The
Conversation Room showcases Olivier Vadrot’s CAVEA mobile furniture collection, loaned by Centre National des Arts
Plastiques.
The Conversation Room is an exchange platform between artists, writers, scientists and thinkers from different horizons.
In 2019, the Conversation Room will host a cycle of nine conferences, moderated by several speakers including Artagon, Charles
Teyssou et Pierre-Alexandre Mateos, la Fondation Cartier, la Fondation d’Entreprise Ricard, le Centre Pompidou, le Musée national de l’histoire de l’immigration, Ran Dian and Time for the Ocean.
This year, the Conversation Room programme will broach current themes pertaining to ecology and the environment, the protection of oceans, the migration issue, the role of young artists in the construction of a cooperative European community, or more
general questions regarding contemporary creation and the art market.
Grand Palais, Conversation Room, 1st floor on the right of the grand Escalier d’honneur, 75008

FRIDAY 18th OCTOBER
1pm: When Art and Science rally together against plastic pollution in our ocean : The Earth in crisis.
Time for the Ocean
Moderated by Thierry Grillet (writer)
With: Maud Baignères (filmmaker), Fabrice Hyber (artist), Marion Semblat (president of the association Time for the Ocean),
Romain Troublé (director of Tara Océan), Lauranne Germond (director of COAL)
3pm: Digital Tribes
Moderated by: Charles Teyssou et Pierre-Alexandre Mateos (curators)
With: (LA)HORDE (Marine Brutti, Jonathan Debrouwer, Arthur Harel), (artist), Caroline Poggi & Jonathan Vinel (filmmakers)
5pm: East and West - Collectors and Curators Cooperating
Ran Dian
Moderated by: Chris Moore (journalist Ran Dian)
With: Heidi Ballet (curator), Sean Lu (cofounder of Sifang Art Museum, Nanjing), Alan Lo (cofounder of Duddell’s, Hong
Kong)

SATURDAY 19th OCTOBER
1pm: La méditerranée comme modèle. Sensibilités et sensibilisations artistiques et scientifiques aux crises environnementales.
Fondation d’entreprise Ricard
With: Maya Schweizer (artist) et Thomas Boutoux (curator)
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3pm : L’Entretien Infini
Fondation Cartier
With: Laure Adler (journalist and writer), Fabrice Hyber (artist), Hans Ulrich Obrist (curator and Artisic Director at the
Serpentine Galeries, London)
5pm: Cultural Carbon Report #3: Art in the Anthropocene
Centre Pompidou
Moderated by: Jean-Max Colard (curator)
With: Nicolas Floc’h (artist), Marguerite Humeau (artist), Nicolas Bourriaud (curator)

SUNDAY 20th OCTOBER
3pm: Do we (still) have to decolonise the arts?
Musée national de l’histoire de l’immigration
Moderated by: Pedro Morais (journalist and art critic)
With: Sebastien Gokalp (directe of Musée national de l’histoire de l’immigration), Anne Lafont (art historian, research director
at Ecole des hautes études en science sociales ), Françoise Vergès (political scientistn specialist of slavery and colonial history,
president of the association Décoloniser les arts ) and Fayçal Baghriche (artist).
5pm: Head in the Clouds: Young Artists and a Yearning for Europe
ARTAGON
Moderated by : Anna Labouze & Keimis Henni (founders and curators of Artagon)
With: Bénédicte Alliot (deputy director oh the Cité internationale des arts), Christine Cadot (researcher), Théo-Mario Coppola
(curator and founder of HOTEL EUROPA), Thomas Delamarre (curator at Fondation Cartier pour l’art contemporain, curator
of the exhibition « Jeunes artistes en Europe »), Nathalie Guiot (President de la Fondation Thalie), Michèle Guyot-Roze (vice
president of the Fondation Hippocrène) and Gusto Zagg (artist).
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CINÉPHÉMÈRE - ARTISTS FILMS
From Wednesday 16th to Sunday, October 20th from noon to 8pm. Registration at the entrance.
FIAC and the Fondation d’entreprise Ricard present the tenth edition of the Cinéphémère, an artist’s film programme screened
during FIAC week in a 14-seat nomad movie theatre on the Avenue Winston Churchill. The programme conceived by curator
Thomas Boutoux, traces a history of contemporary artists’ awareness of environmental problems, the evolution of climate
conditions, and the transformation and alteration of ecosystems.
“While the general awareness of the ecological crisis has never been as high as it is today, environmentalism in art is by no means
a new idea. The assumption that it has become a fashionable theme lately, or even an opportunistic position among artists,
not only equates to playing into the hand of climate scepticism, but it also prevents any serious consideration of the various
artistic practices, languages, and experiences that for decades have observed, thought, and inhabited the ongoing environmental
transformations and disasters.
The programme of artist’s films at the Cinéphémère seeks, on the contrary, to compose and investigate a history of the artistic
sensitivity to and awareness of environmental issues over the course of the past three decades. It cannot claim to be exhaustive, given the abundance of productions by contemporary artists and filmmakers addressing the upheavals of the ecological
dynamics of our age. It chooses to focus instead on artists who have made the question of affects central to their work. Film is
unquestionably the preferred medium for an artistic approach to environmental issues, given the prominence and role it gives
to landscapes and “climates”, to the living world, its actors - human and non-human - and to narrative forms. The conditions
of production inherent to artist’s films - deliberately removed from the norms of the film industry, their specific modes of distribution, dissemination, and installation - also lead many contemporary artists to enact their environmental commitment via
this medium.”
Thomas Boutoux is an author and exhibition curator, editor and teacher. After co-founding and co-directing the independent
space castillo/corrales (2007–2015), he is now one of the members of Paraguay, an independent, cooperative publishing house
founded in Paris in 2009. He teaches the history of ideas and contemporary art at the School of Fine Arts in Bordeaux. Over the
last five years, he has organized exhibitions and special projects for the Fondation d’entreprise Ricard and its editorial platform
TextWork. For the Fondation, he now conducts research on the dialogue between art, science and activism.

Coproduced by :

Avenue Winston Churchill, 75008

Medias Partners - FIAC Programmes:
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THURSDAY OCTOBER 17TH, FROM 6PM TO 10PM
MORE THAN 100 GALLERIES ARE EXPECTING YOU

PARIS GALLERY night
GALLERY NIGHT
THURSDAY OCTOBER 17TH, FROM 6PM TO 10PM
MORE THAN 100 GALLERIES ARE EXPECTING YOU

FIND THE 2019 PROGRAMME ON WWW.FIAC.COM

in paris during fIAC
FIAC week will once again provide the opportunity to discover the rich and varied exhibitions and cultural programs presented
by Parisian institutions this season.
The Centre Pompidou will devote a major retrospective to English painter Francis Bacon, in addition to solo presentations
of the artists shortlisted for the Marcel Duchamp Prize - Eric Baudelaire, Katinka Bock, Marguerite Humeau, Isa Tursic &
Wilfried Mille - hosted for the fourth consecutive year at the museum.
The Palais de Tokyo will devote a major thematic exhibition to the new French scene, while the École Nationale Supérieure des
Beaux-Arts will present the honours graduates of the 2019 promotion. Both events will provide new insight into the burgeoning
French contemporary art scene.
The Musée Picasso and the Musée d’Orsay will present respectively Tableaux Magiques and Degas à L’Opéra, proposing rarely
seen masterworks of the modern period. Likewise, the Galeries Nationales du Grand Palais features a monographic exhibition
of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec while that of the Orangerie will be devoted to Félix Fénéon. For the first time, the Fondation
Louis Vuitton will feature an eminent figure of modernist design with a monographic exhibition devoted to Charlotte Perriand.
The Musée Maillol will provide a fresh perspective on outsider art with Le monde merveilleux des naïfs.
Photography is the focus of an exhibition at the Chateau de Versailles with Visible / Invisible presenting Dove Allouche, Nan
Goldin, Martin Parr, Eric Poitevin and Viviane Sassen. Meanwhile Sigmar Polke‘s photographic work, a lesser known aspect of
his oeuvre, will be presented at the BAL.
Contemporary creation in all its forms will be featured in exhibitions as diverse as the retrospective devoted to Hans Hartung
at the Musée d’Art Moderne de Paris, Katinka Bock at Lafayette Anticipations, Kiki Smith at the Monnaie de Paris and Zineb
Sedira at the Jeu de Paume.
Curated by Claire Le Restif, Le Fil d’Alerte presenting Marcos Avila Forero, Eva Barto, Simon Boudvin, Corentin Canesson,
Gaëlle Choisne, Kapwani Kiwanga, Paul Maheke, Estefania Penafiel-Loaiza and Sarah Tritz will take place at the Fondation Ricard on the occasion of the 21st edition of the Prix Ricard. The MAC VAL will present two monographic exhibitions, respectively dedicated to the Egyptian artist Nil Yalter and Hugo Aveta from Argentina. The Palais d’Iéna presents
an exhibition of works by Giuseppe Penone and the Musée du Louvre extends an invitation to Jean-Michel Othoniel, while
the Petit Palais present unprecedented dialogue between Yan-Pei Ming and Gustave Courbet, together with the monographic
exhibition devoted to the historic Italian artist Vincenzo Gemito (1852-1929). Simultaneously, across the Avenue Winston
Churchill, the Galeries Nationales du Grand Palais presents their second major event of the autumn, an exceptional and unprecedented exhibition of works by El Greco. Nous les Arbres, a group show focused on the treatment of environmental issues by
contemporary artists is on view at the Fondation Cartier.
The effervescence of FIAC week will be further amplified by a wide range of festive events taking place in Parisian institutions.
The week will start with the traditional Gala dinner of the Musée d’Art Moderne de Paris on Tuesday October 15 th followed,
on Wednesday October 16th , by the Dîner de la Création organised by the Palais de Tokyo.
The Paris Gallery Night on Thursday October 17th will bring together 100 galleries who will open their doors until 10pm. Many
take this opportunity to inaugurate exhibitions, host book signings and present performances. On the same evening, the third
edition of You x Art x Centre Pompidou will take place at the Centre Pompidou, featuring an evening of performances among
the contemporary collections of the museum.
The prestige of FIAC’s exhibitors, the exceptional quality of the works on view at the Grand Palais, Petit Palais and in FIAC’s
Hors les Murs venues, the extraordinary range of world class exhibitions presented by Parisian institutions and the numerous
festive events which accompany them will once again confirm Paris’ position as the capital of art and culture this autumn.
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GALLERY NIGHT
This year, for the 10th consecutive edition, FIAC stages the Gallery Night, an annual rendez-vous allowing some one hundred
participants to welcome the public for an evening visit to their galleries during the fair. Openings, encounters with artists,
booksignings, along with art and design exhibitions are as many reasons to enjoy this opportunity for a night out in the capital.
This unique event will be held on October 17, from 6pm to 10pm.
Find the galleries program on the FIAC website and the dedicated map.

EXHIBITIONS IN PARISIAN INSTITUTIONS
Centre Pompidou
Francis Bacon – en toutes lettres
Prix Marcel Duchamp 2019
Place Georges-Pompidou, 75004 Paris
Château de Versailles
Visible/invisible
Place d’Armes, 78000 Versailles
Collection Pinault
Ouverture prévue en 2020
Bourse de commerce de Paris 2 Rue de Viarmes, 75001 Paris
École nationale supérieure des Beaux-Arts de Paris
Anna Boghiguian
Exposition des félicités
13 quai Malaquais, 75006 Paris
Galeries nationales du Grand Palais
Greco
Toulouse-Lautrec résolument moderne
3 avenue du Général-Eisenhower, 75008 Paris
Musée des Beaux-Arts de la ville de Paris
Courbet/Ming, corps à corps
Gemito, sculpteur de l’âme napolitaine
Avenue Winston Churchill, 75008 Paris
Fondation Cartier pour l’art contemporain
Nous les Arbres
261 boulevard Raspail, 75014 Paris
Fondation d’entreprise Ricard
« Le fil d’alerte », 21e Prix de la Fondation d’entreprise Ricard
- sur une proposition de Claire Le Restif
12 rue Boissy d’Anglas, 75008 Paris
Fondation Louis Vuitton
Charlotte Perriand
8 avenue Mahatma Gandhi, 75116 Paris

FRAC île-de-france, le plateau
Foncteur d’oubli, commissariat de Benoît Maire
22 rue des Alouettes, 75019 Paris
Jeu de Paume
Zineb Sedira
1 place de la Concorde, 75008 Paris
Lafayette Anticipations - Fondation d’entreprise Galeries
Lafayette
Katinka Bock
9 rue du Plâtre, 75004 Paris
Monnaie de Paris
Kiki Smith
11 quai de Conti, 75006 Paris
Le BAL
Sigmar Polke
6 Impasse de la Défense, 75018 Paris
Le CENTQUATRE-PARIS
Jusqu’ici tout va bien ?
5 rue Curial, 75019 Paris
Musée d’art Moderne de Paris
Hans Hartung, la fabrique du geste
You, oeuvres de la collection Lafayettes Anticipations
Entrée côté Seine : 12-14 avenue de New York, 75116 Paris
Musée de l’Orangerie
Félix Fénéon (1861-1944). Les temps nouveaux de Seurat à
Matisse
Jardin des Tuileries, 75001 Paris
Musée des Arts Décoratifs
Moderne Maharajah, un mécène des années 30
10 rue de Rivoli, 75001 Paris
Musée d’Orsay
Degas à l’opéra
1 rue de la Légion d’honneur, 75007 Paris
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Musée du Louvre
Jean-Michel Othoniel
Rue de Rivoli, 75001 Paris

Villa Vassilieff
Ser, sin serlo. Patricia Belli
21, avenue du Maine, 75015 Paris

Musée national Eugène Delacroix
Glenn Brown
6 rue de Fürstenberg, 75006 Paris

Musée Guimet
Bouddha, la légende dorée
6 Place d’Iéna, 75116 Paris

Musée national Picasso - Paris
Picasso.Tableaux magiques
Picasso, obstinément méditerranéen
5 rue de Thorigny, 75003 Paris

Musée Zadkine
Le rêveur de la forêt
100bis Rue d’Assas, 75006 Paris

Musée Maillol – Fondation Dina Vierny
Le monde merveilleux des naïfs
59-61 rue de Grenelle, 75007 Paris

Palais de Tokyo
Scène française
13 avenue du Président Wilson, 75116 Paris

Palais d’Iéna - Conseil économique, social et environnemental
« Matrice di linfa » de Giuseppe Penone
9 place d’Iéna, 75016 Paris
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PRACTICAL
INFORMATION

OPENING HOURS					ADMISSION FEES
Grand Palais

						FIAC ticket: 38€

Wednesday October 16th:						Concession ticket*: 25€
- Press preview: 3pm-6pm						
Under 12 years old: free
- Vernissage: 6pm-9pm						*Individuals under the age of 26 or on presentation of a
Thursday October 17th: 2pm-8pm					
valid student card, Louvre Jeunes card, Louvre ProfessFriday October 18th: noon-8pm					
ional card or Louvre Famille card
Saturday October 19th: noon-7pm
Sunday October 20th: noon-7pm

Petit Palais
Wednesday October 16th: 10am-8pm
Thurdsay October 17th: 10am-8pm
Friday October 18th: 10am-8pm
Saturday October 19th: 10am-7pm
Sunday October 20th: 10am-7pm

ACCESS

					

Grand Palais
Avenue Winston Churchill, 75008 Paris
Metro: lines 1 and 13 Champs-Élysées Clemenceau
Bus: lines 28, 32, 42, 72, 73, 80, 83, 93
Velib: avenue Franklin D. Roosevelt & avenue Dutuit
Parking: Rond-Point Champs-Élysées, Q-Park Tour Maubourg
Access for persons with reduced mobility: We invite you to go directly to the entrance on Avenue Winston Churchill to present
your FIAC badge. An access ramp enables you to enter the Nave of the Grand Palais directly.

Petit Palais
Avenue Winston Churchill, 75008 Paris
Metro: lines 1 and 13 Champs-Élysées Clemenceau
Parking: Rond-Point Champs-Élysées
Open access to the Petit Palais via the main entrance or the VIP entrance (rez-de-chaussée), Galerie Sud.

Domaine national du Louvre et des Tuileries
Place de la Concorde, 75008 Paris
Metro: lines 1, 8 et 12 Concorde
Open access from 7.30am to 7.30pm

Musée national Eugène Delacroix
6 rue de Furtsenberg, 75006 Paris

Palais de la Découverte
Avenue Franklin D. Roosevelt, 75008 Paris
Metro: lines 1 and 13 Champs-Élysées Clemenceau
Parking: Rond-Point Champs-Élysées

Place Vendôme
Metro: line 1 Tuileries

Place de la Concorde
Metro : lines 1, 8 and 12 Concorde
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ORGANISATION
REED EXPOSITIONS
FRANCE
Michel Filzi
President

Michel Vilair

General Director

Reed Expositions France is a subsidiary of Reed Exhibitions (Reed), «a leading global events business, with a staff of 4,200
employees worldwide.
Reed Exhibitions organises each year over 500 events in 30 countries bringing together 130 000 exhibitors and 7 million participants. The wide range of events includes trade and consumer exhibitions, conferences and meetings, primarily in the following
markets: Aerospace & Marine, Building & Construction, Business Services, Design; Engineering, Manufacturing & Distribution; Environment & Natural Resources, Food, Homes, IT & Telecoms; Medical, Health & Beauty; Property & Real Estate;
Publishing, Media & Communications; Recreation and Travel.
As a member of the RELX Group, a world-leading provider of information and analytics for professional and business customers across industries, Reed delivers contacts, content and communities with the power to transform its customers’ business.
On the French market, Reed is today France’s leading show organiser, with 60 events and 2 subsidiaries: Reed Midem and Reed
Expositions France.
Reed Expositions France operates in 18 industry sectors, with 45 websites and blogs and 40 trade and consumer events in the
fields of Art (FIAC, Paris Photo), Books & Publishing (Paris Book Fair), Building & Construction (Batimat, interclima+elec,
idéobain…), Energy (WNE-World Nuclear Exhibition), Environment (Pollutec,...), Franchise (Franchise Expo Paris), Food
Service & Hospitality (Equip’Hôtel,…), Interior Design (Maison&Objet, organised by Safi, a subsidiary of Reed Expositions
and Ateliers d’Art de France), IT (Medpi…), Jewellery (Bijorhca Paris), Marketing (MPV Marketing at Retail,…), Security &
Safety (Expoprotection, APS), Sports & Recreation (Cannes Yachting Festival, Body Fitness, Comic Con Paris,…), Transport
& Logistics (SITL,…), Tourism (IFTM -Top Resa,…).
More than 18,600 companies and 1,08 million buyers from France and abroad are customers of Reed Expositions France events.

REED EXPOSITIONS FRANCE
52-54, quai de Dion-Bouton 92806 Puteaux Cedex Tél : + 33 (0)1 47 56 50 00 - info@reedexpo.fr
Reed Expositions France www.reedexpo.fr / Reed Exhibitions www.reedexpo.com
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FIAC
Jennifer Flay
Director

EXHIBITORS
RELATIONS

ARTISTIC
PROGRAMS

Maxime Hourdequin

Blanche de Lestrange

Deputy Director
Head of exhibitors relations

Deputy Director
Head of artistic programs

Margot Dallier

Zoé Dailey

Exhibitor relations manager

Artistic programs manager

Lucie Liabeuf

Juliette Hage

Exhibitor relations assistant

Artistic programs assistant

COLLECTOR
& INSTITUTIONAL
RELATIONS
Charlotte Ardon
Head of collector
& institutional relations

Laura Pettier
Collector & institutional relations
manager

Fanny Bousquet

Head of sponsorships

GENERAL
COORDINATION
& COMMUNICATION

Delphine Denis

Laura Echard

SPONSORSHIPS
Joséphine Fichaux

Sponsorships manager

Alice Pech
Sponsorships assistant

Louise Momas
Commercial assistant

TECHNIQUE
Antoine de Lestanville

General coordination
& communication manager

Clara Bauchet

Technical manager

Sara Chambard
Technical manager

Victorine Marquie De Valicourt
Technical manager

DIGITAL CONTENT
Gelya Moreau
Head of digital content

Cécile Romeo

General coordination
& communication associate

Digital content assistant

Julie Ménez

Community manager assistant

General coordination
& communication assistant

Juliette Kirscher-Luciani
Content development assistant

Technical director

Marie Gombault

Collector & institutional relations
assistant

Ella Martin Gachot

CATALOGUE
Béatrice Jourdain
Exhibitor content coordinator

LOGISTICS

Sylvie Garchi
Exhibitor content manage

Frédéric Jourdan
Logistics manager

Aurélie Kubiak
Logistics assistant

Eva Husson
Logistics assistant
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FIAC ON THE
CHAMP-de-mars

a temporary grand palais
The plan to install a temporary Grand Palais on the Champ-de-Mars between 2021 and 2024 was approved by the Council of
Paris on July 2nd , 2018. Due to renovation works in the Grand Palais from 2021 to 2024, this temporary facility will house the
major art, fashion and sporting events traditionally held in the Nave, among them FIAC.
The capacity, provided by this Grand Palais éphemère, to host these events in central and prestigious venue in the heart of the
capital during the renovation process will ensure appropriate conditions for their consolidation, development and continued
success, while cementing the role of Paris as world capital of art and culture.
Located on the Plateau Joffre on the Champ-de-Mars, the temporary Grand Palais will intrinsically reflect the history of this
site, in direct continuity with the role it fulfilled during the great World Exhibitions of the 19th and early 20th centuries. Much
attention will be payed to the aesthetics and architectural features of the temporary building, enabling it to blend harmoniously
into the surroundings of the Champ-de-Mars, while ensuring its exemplarity in terms of sobriety and sustainable development.
The temporary Grand Palais will remain open for several months after the newly-renovated Grand Palais re-opens. The building will house events and operations linked to the Olympic and Paralympic Games until September 2024. A formal agreement
has been concluded between the Rmn-Grand Palais and the Paris 2024 Committee with a view to this mutually advantageous
synergy.

Renovation and refurbishment in the Grand Palais will begin on January 1st 2021. Its spaces will be modernized and refurbished
with state-of-the-art technical features and fittings, equipped to comply with 21st century public safety regulations, upgrade and
augment its functionalities and improve its capacity to welcome the public in optimal conditions. It will provide an ideal context
for exhibitions, artistic and cultural events and other important occasions, beginning with the tae kwon do and fencing events of the
Olympic Games in 2024.

Press contact - RMNGP
Florence Le Moing
florence.le-moing@rmngp.fr
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fiac supports

The EDVO association is happy to be participating at the FIAC (International contemporary Art fair) for the second consecutive year from the 17th to the 20th October 2019 at the Grand palais, with it’s project, ART THERAPY #2 .
In 2018, renowned artists (Robert Barry, Andres Serrano, Tania Mouraud, Pedro Cabrita Reis, Jonathan Monk, Douglas Gordon ….) as well as fine art students and emerging artists, generously participated in support of this project. Last year, thanks
to this venture we were able to collect 15 000 euros.
Addiction has affected a great number of artists throughout history and continues to affect lives today. The artist Nan Goldin
is particularly outspoken against the pharmaceutical industry. The photographer has exhibited her works in some of the most
famous institutes, she even started a campaign against the pharmaceutical group Purdue Pharma and the family who runs it.
The company promotes the sale of the anti-pain medication Oxycontin which nan Goldin was prescribed in 2014 while living
in Belin and subsequently became addicted to. She has only recently come out of this addiction and says of her experience, ‘I
survived the opioid crisis but it nearly killed me.’ Hence the link between the FIAC and the EDVO is all the more poignant.
Hundreds of works of art with a format of 10 x 15cm will be available to buy for the unique price of 75 euros. The theme and
technique will be of the artists’ choosing, each piece will be signed on the back and the identity of the artist will only be revealed
once the purchase completed.
The totality of the funds collected will be donated to the EDVO association which, every year for the past 32 years, saves lives.
Founded in 1987, the EDVO association is a non-profit organisation which offers psychological support to persons suffering from
addiction. It provides housing for up to 80 people and helps each individual with the difficult transition back into society and
the workplace.
The EDVO was a pioneering structure in France offering those suffering from all types of addiction (alcohol, drugs, gaming
etc…) housing, psychological support and therapy based on total abstinence.
The EDVO members also actively participate in public debates as well as numerous school visits to share their message and
experience with addiction.
The EDVO is completely independent and is entirely run through private donations not benefiting from any governmental
support.
The EDVO relies on a network of volunteers as well as professionals (therapists, social workers, administrative personnel) it
aims to focus on group therapy as we believe there is no one better positioned to help an addict than a fellow addict.
This charitable cause is an incredible platform for artists to demonstrate their support for addicts in recovery and their fight
against addiction.
This is a unique opportunity for addicts in recovery, gallery owners, artists and buyers alike to meet and share their experience.
This event will help make our association become known to a wider audience, but most importantly, the sale of the works of art
will greatly contribute to the ongoing help being given to the residents as they embark on a life in recovery.

Create, Imagine, Reason… Researchers, like artists, could not achieve their work without the fantastic powers of our brain.
They must venture beyond the frontiers of knowledge, confront different approaches to reality, inspired by a profound desire to
make changes (ou “a change”?).
At the ICM, 700 researchers and clinicians, from various scientific background, work together and dedicate their creativity to
cutting-edge research with the aim to unravel the mysteries of our brain and elaborate therapeutic solutions for the patients
with nervous system diseases.
This unique place, located at the heart of the Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital, cradle of neurology, gathers researchers, doctors, entrepreneurs and patients committed to produce ambitious research combining scientific creativity and therapeutic goal.
Since its creation in 2010, the goal of the ICM remains unchanged: so that men and women can remain free in their movements
and thoughts. This innovative and singular model reveals itself to be a powerful accelerator of discoveries and innovations. But,
like Art, research must be supported to exist. To allow an always stronger and more creative research, and to give real hope to
patients, the engagement of allis essential, as this battle concerns each and every one of us.
https://icm-institute.org/en/
Contact : +33 (0)1 57 27 40 32
Twitter @ICM_ScienceLive
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After the success of the 1st edition, 1 Picasso for 100 euros is back, with a new chance to win an original Pablo Picasso artwork.

Nature Morte, oil on canvas, 1921
© Succession Picasso, Paris, 2019
This year the international online raffle will open the day of inauguration of the Fiac! and will be in favor of Care (International NGO). The money collected will change the life of 200,000 people in Cameroon, Madagascar and Morocco by giving them
access to water and schooling.
Drawing on December 20th 2019 with a bailiff.
Operation organised by the association Aider Les Autres in partnership with the Succession Picasso/ Picasso Administration.
Raffle authorised by prefectoral decree.
www.1picasso100euros.com
With the support of David Nahmad and NASCO©
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OFFICIAL PARTNER

Support for creative endeavors is a core component of the Group’s business and patronage activities, and has been deeply rooted
in the history and beliefs of the shareholder family for over five generations. Led by its Corporate Patronage Division, established in 2010 to bring together all patronage actions which advance its policy of support to both emerging and confirmed artists,
the Group demonstrates its commitment to all fields of contemporary creation from production to diffusion. Its sponsoring
actions are part of a long-term approach, consistent with the company’s vision and its long-standing commitment to art and
design. In March 2018, the Group opened Lafayette Anticipations – the Galeries Lafayette corporate foundation in the heart of
the Marais district in Paris, at 9 rue du Plâtre, in a building renovated by Pritzker Prize-winning architect Rem Koolhaas and
OMA, his architectural firm.
A leading city-center retailer specializing in fashion, the Galeries Lafayette group is a family-run private group with 120 years
of history in retail and commerce. As a committed sponsor of the art and design scene and a major private employer in France
with 14,000 employees, the Group is actively engaged in promoting the French “Art of living”. With retail sales of €4.5 billion,
the Group enjoys international recognition through its iconic brands : Galeries Lafayette, BHV MARAIS, La Redoute, Galeries Lafayette - Royal Quartz Paris, Louis Pion et Guérin Joaillerie and Bazar Chic.
More information at: www.groupegalerieslafayette.fr

				
				PLACE VENDÔME PARTNER
2019 is a special year for Mirabaud, as the international banking and financial group celebrates its 200th anniversary. Since
Mirabaud was founded in Geneva in 1819, its Managing Partners have always demonstrated an active commitment to society.
Today, this patronage primarily takes the form of support for the contemporary art scene, whether privately or on behalf of
Mirabaud. As a reflection of our society, works of art allow us to see the world from a different or anticipatory perspective.
They also bear witness to history. Mirabaud’s commitment to contemporary art coincides with the Group’s long-term vision in
pursuing management activities with high added value.
Mirabaud supports both established talents and young emerging artists, as well as those contributing to showcasing art. The
Group has established a collection of contemporary as well as older artworks over many years, building a bridge between
tradition and modernity. These pieces are exhibited in various Mirabaud branches in Switzerland, France, Spain, the United
Kingdom, Luxembourg, Italy, Canada, Brazil, Uruguay and the United Arab Emirates.
In addition to these commitments, within the city of Geneva the Group is a partner of the Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art (MAMCO), which it is offering free of charge throughout 2019, on the occasion of its bicentenary. It also supports the
Quartiers des Bains association, which brings together contemporary art institutions and gallery owners, and the “Geneva Lux”
festival of lights. An artwork forming part of this festival illuminates the head office. Mirabaud is also the Lead Partner of the
Zurich Art Weekend, one of the highlights of the international art calendar. The partnership with the FIAC, in the context of
the works exhibited at the Place Vendôme, is a demonstration of Mirabaud’s active support for the development and promotion
of contemporary art.
Lionel Aeschlimann, Managing Partners of Mirabaud says : “We have had a keen involvement with FIAC in the continuation of
our active support in the world of contemporary art, and this is reflected in the collection that we have been building for many
years now with great passion. We are particularly delighted to expand our partnership with the Hors les murs programme at
Place Vendôme, an emblematic square, where Yayoi Kusama’s work will be installed. This artist’s contribution is invaluable.
She takes us into her psychedelic universe, where time and space mingle in a chromatic perception of the infinite. Examining the
place and role of human beings in the world and being committed alongside artists – these are values which have guided us ever
since the foundation of Mirabaud almost 200 years ago.”
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Today’s Balmain melds the storied heritage of a historic Parisian couture house with the bold, modern and inclusive vision of
Olivier Rousteing, the house’s Creative Director who is determined to design clothes that reflect the way his generation wants
to dress today. The result is a truly unique and recognizable silhouette, style and attitude that build upon the singular craftsmanship that the house’s ateliers are celebrated for, as well as the legacy of founder Pierre Balmain, a designer recognized for
never being afraid to break with the well-established conventions of his era.
The partnership between FIAC and Balmain builds upon the many recent initiatives from Balmain’s Wonderlabs, the entertainment, music and arts-focused marketing strategy that the Parisian house relies upon to constantly surprise with exciting,
unexpected ways to engage and communicate.

International law firm Clifford Chance is delighted to sponsor the FIAC for the twelfth consecutive year. Clifford Chance has
been developing a programme of support and commitment to sponsorship of the arts. Across its different offices, the Firm
promotes cultural initiatives which allow Clifford Chance to support up-and-coming artists or artists of international renown.
The Firm has been increasing its own collection since 1990 with works by internationally renowned artists including Bridget
Riley, Antony Gormley, Richard Hamilton, Julian Opie, Gillian Ayres, Peter Doig and Gary Hume. Works in this collection are
the reflection of the values of diversity, creativity and open mindedness which inspire our Firm and demonstrate our capacity
to propose innovative solutions to our clients.
ART AND ENVIRONMENT
In 2019, Clifford Chance has chosen to highlight a theme that is current and of great importance globally and for the firm:
Environment. For several years now, the Firm has been developing a real environmental strategy. Clifford Chance encourages
everyone to take a more active approach to reducing environmental impact and to support the essential issue of environmental
sustainability. As a result, the Firm aims to provide an environmentally efficient service, by embracing systems and initiatives
that support better use of energy and resources, reduce CO2 emissions; as well as regularly advising clients on environmental
matters.

Situated in the midst of Provence between Aix-en-Provence and the Luberon National Park, Château La Coste is a vineyard
where Wine, Art & Architecture live in harmony. Since it opened to the public in 2011, the domain allows you to discover major
works of contemporary art installed permanently in the open air and 3 gallery spaces, offering you a unique experience at the
heart of its 500-acre, biodynamic vineyard. Artists and architects were invited to visit the land and discover the beauty of Provence. Château La Coste will continue to evolve as new projects and installations are developed.
Sharing the value of art de vivre à la française, Château La Coste also proposes four different restaurants, hotel and spa on the
property - all to celebrate wine, the terroir and the rich culture of Provence.

The Fondation d’entreprise Ricard is carrying on the art sponsorship the Ricard Company has been engaged in for more than
twenty years and has been a springboard for a whole generation of artists. Situated in the heart of Paris, the foundation is a
venue for exhibitions, creativity and encounters in the context of art in its most contemporary forms.
The Foundation organizes between 5 and 6 exhibitions every year for which it invites external curators. It is also a place of
exchange and discussion: every month the public is invited to take part in debates in a spontaneous and convivial atmosphere.
The Fondation d’entreprise Ricard also helps to fund the publication of artists’ monographs and collective works.
Created in 1999, the Fondation d’entreprise Ricard Prize was the first one to be dedicated to an emerging artist from the French
contemporary art scene. Every year for the Prize, a different curator is invited to organize an exhibition at the Foundation that
presents a group of artists under 40.
The prize is then awarded to one of the artists, by a jury composed of art collectors, museum directors, curators and artists laureate of previous Ricard prize editions. With the award comes the purchase of a work that is donated to the Centre Pompidou
to join its permanent collection. The Fondation d’entreprise Ricard additionally supports the realization of a project by the
prize-winner abroad.
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The House of Guerlain renews its participation in the FIAC’s Private Itinerary for the 13th consecutive year, presenting a
thematic exhibition dedicated to the avant-garde of contemporary art at its Historic House at number 68, Champs-Elysées.
In keeping with Guerlain’s long-lasting tradition of collaborating with artists since 1828, number 68 anchors its cultural heritage in the current times, develops bridges between the arts, creates chemistry between genres and talents.
Shop opening hours: Monday to Saturday, 10.30 am – 8:00 pm, Sunday: Noon – 20:00

The Collector’s Edition Boxes: Sharing Contemporary Art
Lab’Bel, the Artistic Laboratory of Bel Group launched in 2014 an impressive series of collaborations with major contemporary
artists, each of whom will design a not-to-be-missed Collector’s Edition Box in celebration of The Laughing Cow®’s 100th anniversary in 2021. These collaborations continue the special rapport that has always existed between the brand and the artists
who have used it as a source of inspiration for nearly a century. Each Collector’s Edition Box is an original work of art in its
own right, made available to collectors at the standard retail price. Each of them presents consumers with a choice: to eat the
content or leavethem unopened to preserve its aesthetic value.
By bringing contemporary art to the broadest audience possible in a way that’s both original and offbeat, the Collector’s Edition Box project epitomizes the philosophy of Lab’Bel since its creation in 2010. Following Hans-Peter Feldmann, Thomas
Bayrle, Jonathan Monk, Wim Delvoye and Karin Sander, always curated by Michael Staab, it’s now the turn of French artist
Daniel Buren to create the 6th Collector’s Edition Box. This edition will be presented to public for the first time in FIAC 2019,
partner of the project since 2016.

As part of its historical commitment to contemporary art, Renault is pleased to be the official carrier of FIAC. After having
presented two great sculptures by Jean-Luc Moulène, produced in its workshops thanks to a collaboration between the artist
and its high tech engineers, Renault decided to reiterate its collaboration with FIAC.

RUINART
As the first-established champagne house, created in 1729, Maison Ruinart maintains close links with contemporary art, organizing frequent artistic events, giving carte-blanche to well-known artists and supporting major art fairs throughout the world.
This year, the Brazilian artist Vik Muniz was chosen to pay tribute to the terroir and the savoir-faire that the Maison is rooted
in. In his creations, he captured the creative tension that transforms adversity into wonder.
Based in Reims, Maison Ruinart and its spectacular crayères can be visited from March until November.
There, you will also discover the new permanent installation of Vik Muniz, Flow Bottles.
PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY.

The Manufacture de Sèvres has been producing high-quality porcelain pieces and artworks since 1740. Royal, imperial and now
national, guarantor of the preservation and transfer of expertise, Sèvres embodies the excellence of France’s arts and crafts.
Throughout its prestigious history, Sèvres has always valued artistic collaborations. It now renews them. Guest artists will be
seduced by the material’s expressive qualities, the Sèvres palette’s chromatic potential, the diversity of shapes available in its
repertoire and the magic of transformation through fire, and they will be inspired by their constant dialogue with the Manufacture’s art craftsmen. Thus, creations are born, which go down in the history of Sèvres prior to being disseminated among
collectors and cultural institutions.
Active on the contemporary art scene, Sèvres takes part in the most prestigious international art fairs. These events provide an
occasion to show the extent to which its constantly renewed production can amaze and disrupt art codes. To collect “Sèvres” is
to appropriate a bit of the unique heritage, both material and immaterial, that Sèvres craftsmen have been creating every day
for the past 300 years.
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Founded in 1980, TASCHEN is one of the most successful fine-art book publishers. Spanning art, architecture, photography, or
fashion, TASCHEN has seduced bookworms around the world and established itself as a truly international brand, with books
distributed in more than 20 languages.
Since 1991 and TASCHEN’s first Limited Edition on Georg Baselitz, each book from our Collector’s Edition catalogue is a unique adventure with an artist.

Founded at Paris’ 22 Place Vendôme in 1906, Van Cleef & Arpels came into being following Estelle Arpels’ marriage to Alfred
Van Cleef in 1895. Over the decades, the excellence of the High Jewelry Maison established its reputation across the world. Its
emblematic signatures – such as the Alhambra® motif, the Zip necklace or the Mystery Set™ technique – its selection of Pierres
de Caractère™, exceptional gems that instill an emotion, and the savoir-faire of its Mains d’Or™, the virtuoso craftsmen of
Van Cleef & Arpels’ workshops, have given birth to jewelry and watchmaking collections redolent of dreams and enchantment.
Today, the Maison remains faithful to this highly distinctive style characterized by poetry, refinement, creativity and artistic
sensibility. Whether inspired by nature, couture, dance or the imagination, it offers the world a gateway to a timeless universe
of beauty and harmony.
www.vancleefarpels.com

OPERATIONAL PARTNERS

We screen the art world to fuel your creative intelligence.
Artstorming is proud to be the exclusive partner of FIAC since 2013 for the organization of all the guided tours of FIAC, for
visitors, partners and corporate visitors.
Artstorming:
We share with you our passion for contemporary art.
Sophie GONZALEZ worked for 10 years multinational corporations and decided in 2005 to found Artstorming to design an
innovative approach to managerial topics and creative thinking thanks to contemporary art.
Our credo:
Introducing art in the corporate life of a company is making it a better place to work, more inspiring, motivating, simply a
more human one.
Our mission:
Deciphering art and its vision, messages and key learnings within corporations in order to motivate, unleash the creative potential of the human resources of the companies, strengthen social cohesion in teams thanks to our programs of conferences,
guided tours, creative seminars, tailor-made events…
Inspiring the creative teams through the analysis of cutting-edge art practices.
Artstorming is the exclusive tour provider for FIAC, Paris Photo, Art Basel and la Biennale Paris.
Sophie Gonzalez
sg@artstorming.fr
tél. : +33 6 16 11 05 67
For more information: www.artstorming.fr

ABOUT BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE
For over 40 years Biologique Recherche’s unique methodology has built a strong reputation for astounding effectiveness based
on a clinical approach to skincare, delivering immediate and long-lasting results.
Combined with highly customized protocols and meticulous procedures which recondition the epidermis, Biologique Recherche’s extensive range of skincare products are highly concentrated in botanical, marine and biological active ingredients
that are formulated with no artificial fragrance in its own laboratory in France.
La Maison Française Biologique Recherche is the partner of choice in over 75 countries for exclusive medical spas and day
spas in addition to the world’s premiere luxury hotel spas. Its flagship, the Ambassade de la Beauté, is located at 32 avenue des
Champs Elysées in Paris.
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Each of our receptions is a tailor-made creation, designed to create emotion and awaken senses. For each event to become a
unique sensory experience, it is up to us to innovate, magnify, surprise.
Butard Enescot offers each of its customers rigor, know-how and inventiveness. During your event, your guests are welcomed
by a qualified staff, discreet and attentive to each detail, each expectation.
Our catering expertise and how we master the art of welcoming is based since ever on this set of values.
For more than 20 years, the trust of our customers is our motor and our pride.
Butard Enescot initials a kitchen of high precision, inspired and refined, elaborated from noble and magnified raw materials to
offer dishes of quality and emotion.
All the expertise of our Chefs is expressed in associations of subtle flavors, games of balanced textures, audacious dressings that
awaken the senses and amaze your guests.
As a team, our chefs know how to combine the values of French gastronomy, the aesthetics of a creation and the perfection of
a production.
Showcasing an innovative vision of culinary culture and the art of living, our Chefs rely on creativity to explore all the unsuspected facets of gastronomy that are renewed each season.
The cuisine evolves and enriches in contact with all of our chefs, giving all our senses an incomparable experience.

GARDENS
For over thirty years, PARIS VERT OUEST has designed and created gardens and green spaces of all sizes and styles, for private individuals, companies, and communities. In perfect harmony with the demands of your terrain and your desires, each of
our creations is unique and contributes to embellishing your living space. We take care of the maintenance of your green spaces
on an ad hoc basis or by establishing an annual contract.
TERRACES
Made of wood, stone, or flagstones, we help you to find the ideal position for your terrace and the material that will best integrate your decor. We then put in light fixtures and offer you decoration and installation solutions so that your terrace becomes
just like an extra room.
WATER FEATURES
In a garden, fountains, swimming pools, and ponds are always an additional source of well-being and serenity. According to
your needs and specific layout, we can associate them with terraces, pool-houses, and spas. Our vast range of plants, materials,
and decorative elements will transform these into glorious living areas. Providing infinity or mirror effects, with reinforced PVC
or mosaic finishes, we use traditional techniques to build all of our swimming pools. We provide a ten-year warranty on our
constructions.
IDEAS
Our research and design department can, as required, produce atmosphere sketches or plans that will help you to best visualise
your project.

Codogan Tate is the official freight carrier and complex artwork handler for FIAC 2019.
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The Mobilier national is responsible for preserving and restoring a collection comprising some 130 000 pieces of furnitures and
textiles. To maintain this collection, the Mobilier national has restoration and creation workshops which ensure the continuity
of excellence, traditionnal skills.
The Mobilier national reflect the prestige of french traditions, the culture of excellence that surrounds its exceptionnal knowhow and the sheer vitality of its artistic creativity and contemporary design.
For the FIAC ‘s 46th edition, the Mobilier national offers an exclusive presentation of tapestries, carpets, and pieces of furnitures from the national manufactures major contemporaries creations.

The Atelier Mondineu has been present since the 1970s in Paris and recently opened a branch in the Seine Saint Denis department. Specialized in framing, laminating and any special manufacturing on request, the Atelier Mondineu combines traditional
expertise with advanced conservation techniques. Its history is linked to the success of galleries, museums and the many collectors who have trusted the Atelier over the years.

Since its inception, the metro has fostered an urban culture that has left its stamp on the collective memory of Ile-de-France
residents and visitors to our capital. Far from being a culture set in stone, it is constantly enriched by the different artists who
grace the metro with their durable or ephemeral performances and exhibits that make passengers’ travel time enjoyable. Every
day RATP group hosts more than 16 million transit riders worldwide. As part of its partnership with FIAC, it also furthers the
mobility of all the exhibitors at the International Contemporary Art Fair.
Follow news about the company: www.ratp.fr / www.facebook.com/RATPofficiel / http://instagram.com/ratp / Twitter @GroupeRATP

Torraspapel Malmenayde is the French subsidiary of Lecta, one of Europe’s leading groups of specialty products, wood-free
coated paper and other value-added printing media.
Torraspapel Malmenayde is one of the key merchant company in France, with a wide range of products in two major businesses,
graphic and non graphic:
• Creative value-added papers and innovative supports
• Cardboards
• Digital and office papers
• Coated and uncoated papers
• Specialty products
• Visual Communication & synthetic substrates
Torraspapel Malmenayde is also present in ELP Packaging and Media (printing supports, machines & equipment), with ranges
dedicated to the world of visual communication.
Visit our websites www.torraspapelmalmenayde.fr and http://creativeeditiontpm.fr/
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INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS

Every year, the Réunion des musées nationaux - Grand Palais presents approximately forty highly-diversified cultural events in
Paris, regionally and internationally.
The Grand Palais, one of the French people’s favorite monuments, is its prestigious showcase in the heart of Paris. Exhibitions,
concerts, shows, fairs, performances… the agenda is both demanding and popular, and accessible to all, promoting cultural democratization through rich and varied cultural mediation. Alongside events, the Réunion des musées nationaux - Grand Palais
spreads culture through its publishing activities, its network of art bookstores and its photo agency, the leading French agency
for art pictures. The Réunion des musées nationaux - Grand Palais also contributes to enhancing national collections through
its acquisitions on behalf of the State.

As a long-standing partner of the FIAC, the City of Paris provides continuing support to the creative arts and to artists themselves. With its stand “Fonds d’art contemporain - Paris collections”, it showcases the latest acquisitions of the Fonds d’art
contemporain, the only public collection on display at this major art fair. The Fonds d’art contemporain is working on providing
extended, equal access to contemporary works of art by displaying them in key areas, frequented on a daily basis by users of
municipal public services, to youngers audiences with “the Fonds d’art contemporain goes to school” programme. Partnerships
with social actors are also set up.
For the fourth consecutive year, the partnership between the Public Institution of the museums of the City of Paris and the
FIAC has been expanded with the creation of “Fiac Projects”, section of the FIAC exhibition hosted by the Petit Palais – City
of Paris Museum of Fine Art. This selection of sculptures and installations will be open to all visitors free of charge, as the
collections of the museum.

The Petit Palais and Paris Musées are pleased to continue their collaboration with FIAC, initiated in 2016. This year, FIAC
Projects assembles around forty sculptural artworks and installations selected by Rebecca Lamarche-Vadel (curator of the
upcoming Riga Biennial), in association with Christophe Leribault, director of the Petit Palais.
The artworks will occupy the Galerie Sud, the museum’s garden, as well as the esplanade in front of the building that has been
pedestrianised for the occasion – serving as a unifying thoroughfare between the Grand and Petit Palais. Each year, this programme enables the FIAC galleries to present artworks that are often monumental in the remarkable setting of the historic
spaces of the Petit Palais.
The Petit Palais is also delighted to participate in the performance festival Parades for FIAC dedicated to performative practices and to interdisciplinarity in contemporary art, at the point of intersection between music, dance, performance, theatre,
and poetry.
Ideally located opposite the Grand Palais, like its neighbour, the Petit Palais was built for the 1900 World Fair and became the
Musée des Beaux-Arts de la Ville de Paris in 1902. Its collections illustrate the main artistic movements since Ancient Greece
up until the 1914–1918 War.
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Paris Musées: the Municipal Museum Network of the Paris City Council
Brought together under the banner of Paris Musées since 2013, the museums and heritage sites of the Ville de Paris represent
exceptional collections in terms of their quality and diversity. To open up and share this wonderful heritage, the network now
offers an updated public relations and reception policy, adapted pricing for temporary exhibitions, and pays particular attention
to audiences unfamiliar with culture or with less access to it. The admission-free* permanent collections, temporary exhibitions,
and a varied programme of cultural activities attracted 3 million visitors in 2018.
Paris Musées has a card available for purchase, allowing unlimited and queue-free access to the temporary exhibitions presented
at the fourteen museums and sites of the Ville de Paris* as well as preferential rates on activities, discounts at the museums’
bookshops and cafés-restaurants, and priority access to all of the network’s news and upcoming events.
The Paris Musées network: musée d’Art moderne de Paris / maison de Balzac / musée Bourdelle / musée Carnavalet – Histoire
de Paris / Les Catacombes de Paris / musée Cernuschi / musée Cognacq-Jay / Crypte archéologique de l’île de la Cité / Palais
Galliera / musée de la Libération de Paris - musée du général Leclerc -musée Jean Moulin / Petit Palais / maisons de Victor Hugo
Paris – Guernesey / musée de la Vie romantique / musée Zadkine
www.parismusees.paris.fr
* With the exception of heritage sites: Île de la Cité Archaeological Crypt, the Paris Catacombs, and Hauteville House.

For the fourteenth consecutive year, the Louvre is delighted to stand among the privileged partners of FIAC. Within the
framework of Hors les Murs, the Jardin des Tuileries - Domaine du Louvre presents a programme of monumental works to its
millions of visitors – sculptures and installations that enter into conversation with the prestigious context of the garden, its
fountains, and classical and modern statuary.
The Musée National Eugène-Delacroix is participating in Hors les Murs for its fifth year running, giving carte blanche to an
artist whose work resonates within the heart of the painter’s studio and garden.
The museum is once again contributing to the festival of performing arts Parades for FIAC, with a programme of contemporary performances. The 2019 edition fosters encounters between artistic disciplines, notably a dialogue between dance and the
museum space, along with several events held in the auditorium.

The Palais de la Découverte represents living science in the heart of Paris.
The Palais de la Découverte was created with the ambition of introducing the public to the scientific method, thanks to experiments conducted by mediators. Since its foundation in 1937, it has been installed in the western wing of the Grand Palais.
Every day, around fifty demonstrations and exhibitions offer visitors keys for understanding fundamental principles in science
and the world around them.
From its inception, the Palais has also been a place of encounters and associations between arts and sciences. Today, it continues to surprise and move its visitors, by renewing its commitment to young creative artists. Performances and artworks are
therefore regularly coproduced at the Palais de la Découverte or presented within the framework of major cultural events, such
as the Parades for FIAC festival.
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FIAC–ÉCOLE DU LOUVRE: TEN YEARS OF PARTNERSHIP
It was in 2010 that FIAC and the ÉCOLE DU LOUVRE joined forces for their first, unprecedented mediation operation designed for Hors-les-Murs audiences. Over the course of ten editions, over one thousand students from the École du Louvre have
participated in this special event, designed to help several hundreds of thousands of visitors, professionals, art lovers, curious
passers-by, adults and children of all nationalities and from all walks of life to explore contemporary art.
This year, for our tenth anniversary, the École du Louvre is FIAC’s partner more than ever and participates in the projects:
FIAC HORS LES MURS, with its exhibition programme of monumental artworks in public space, and FIAC PROJECTS
exhibiting sculptures and installations within a museum context.
In the Tuileries Gardens, on Place Vendôme, on Place de la Concorde, at the Musée Delacroix, at the Petit Palais, and on
Avenue Winston Churchill, over sixty projects will be brought together and each artwork will be presented with commentary
provided daily by young art historians from the École du Louvre, from 17 to 20 October 2019, from 3 to 5:30 pm.
Designed as a pedagogical exercise ‘in real time’, this mediation operation falls within the practical applications of the school’s
training. It is supervised by the contemporary art teachers and a team of other staff members. For this 2019 edition, over one
hundred students will once again be faced with the various phases that constitute a media-tion project (conception, research,
documentation, texts, contact with galleries, meetings with artists, practical mediation techniques, analyse, feedback, etc.) and
will conclude this operation by writing a text signed and in-cluded within the FIAC online catalogue. A special time and place
to discover French and international creation, this major event in the month of October also enables the school to reaffirm its
ongoing involvement in the study, research, and communication of contem-porary art, one of the thirty-one specialised disciplines offered to the students from the first cycle of the École through to doctoral level.
Founded in 1882, a public establishment under the aegis of the French Ministry of Culture, located in the Palais du Louvre,
the École du Louvre is an institute of higher learning that provides classes in art history, archaeology, epigraphy, the history of
civilisations, anthropology, and museology.
To its 1 600 students, it presents a cursus of three academic cycles (Bachelor-Masters-Doctorate) and two prepara-tory classes
(competitive examinations for heritage curators and restorers). The École du Louvre also allows unre-gistered students (more
than 20 000 are enrolled) to access certain classes designed for the students and take speci-fic day or night classes over summer,
in the regions, with discovery cycles and junior classes for children also avai-lable.
A place of study open to the world, supported by its many national and international partnerships and a thriving research team,
the École du Louvre also hosts conferences, workshops, and seminars, while also publishing ma-nuals, specialised books, and an
online research magazine.

MEDIA PARTNERS
Aesthetica
Art Review
Artpress
AMA
Apollo
ARTE
Art Against Art
Art Asia Pacific
Artforum
BFM Business
BLAU
Beaux Arts Magazine
BotSpell
Canvas
Connaissance des Arts
CNEWS
CNN
Cultured Magazine
Elephant
Esse

Flash Art
Frieze
France Culture
France Télévisions
Hantang
Harper’s Bazaar Art
LEAP
Le Journal des Arts
L’Oeil
L’officiel Art
LCI
Le Bonbon
Le Figaro
Le Point
Le Quotidien de l’Art
Les Inrocks
Magazine
Mousse Magazine
Monopol
Numéro art

Ocula
Paris Première
Ran Dian
Revue 02
Sisso
Sleek
Something We Africans Got
Spike
The Art Newspaper France
Télérama
Terremoto
The New York Times
Vanity Fair
Vellum Magazine
Vivre Côté Paris
Widewalls
Whitewall
Woman Paper
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